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The dielectric constant of ammonia at various temperatures 
between lgO and 17j' has been measured by jona (PhysihnL Z., 1919, 
20, 14). Badeker (2'. $ h y & d  Clzem., Iaoi. 36, 305) has also determined 
its >due  from 1 8 ~  to 1o8", and K. WoIi (PhysihnZ. Z., 1926, 27, 588) 
has recently measured the rate of change of dielectric constant with 
pressure. 

Jona showed that the change in dielectric constant with tempera- 
ture could be represented by Debye's equation e - I = N (A + B/T), 
and Zahn (Physical Re~eu., 1924, 24, 400) hasshown that this relation 
also holds for the series of gases HCl, HBr, HI. It was considered 
of interest, therefore, to make similar measurements for the gases 
Ph ,  and ASH,, and to repeat the determinations for NW,, in order to 
provide data for another series of gases in the periodic table. It has 
not been possible so far to examine SbH,, as the rapid decomposition 
of this gas with the formation of a mirror would readily break down 
the insolation of a coildenser of the ordinary type. 

A brief perusal of the literature of dielectric constants is sufficient 
to show  hat, in spite of the extreme sensitiveness oT methods depend- 
ii3g upon the use of the thcrmionic valve, the iesalts do not agree as 
closely as might he expected. In the present research spec~aj atten- 
tion has been devoted to expicling soilrces of constant error and io 
obtaining absolute values foi the dielectric constants. 

Determinations of the dielectric constants were made at h ~ g h  ire- 
quency, t l ~  change in capacitji with pressure oi a condenser contain- 
ing gas being compensated hy a variable condenser in series so as to 
maintain the frequency of the system constant. An exact setting was 
obtained by the method of beats with a second oscillating system. 

The general arrangement of the apparatus is shown in fig. I ,  the 
actual position of the component parts being a matter of some import 
ance. The main oscillating circuit consisted of a valve V, a low loss 
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rlecessary, the batteries being suppoltetl on  blocks o i  paraffin wax. -. 
:he valve V was a cosmos S.P. 18 red spot, very m w h  under-run 
(1.18 v. on the filament, as compared with the normal r.8), and with 
only 40 volts or? the plate. A microammeter (for rough settings) and a 



galvanonleter were placed in series between the negative side of the 
filarcent 2nd earth and measured the small grid current which was 
allowed to flow. In this way it was possible to adjust the voltage 
across the con6ensc-rs arid also to make calibration measurements, 
which did r.ot require the extreme accuracy of setting given by the 
beat method, in the manner described by P. A. Cooper. (1. Sci .  
Inshzp.zc:rr., 1925, 2, 342.) This author utilises the very sharp dip in 
grid current vbeii the circiiit is brought into resonance with an 
absorption wave neter .  T h e  frequency r a y  be measured by this 
means, 2nd s:nall e n q y  losses, scch as those due to poor insu!ation, 
are readily rie'cec:?(?. Owing to the special characteristic of the valve 
used, no grid bias b7"ttei-y was necessary, one possible source of error 
being thus e!irnlnateii. 'The method had, by numerous previous trials, 
been Iound very convenient and accurate provided the condensers 
were screened from the inductances. 

All  measurements were made when the grid current was ro,u A, 
corresponding with 2.85. volts r.m.s. as measured by rneacs of a 
.Mouilin voltmeter. I n  the case of the series connection, the voltage 
across the gas condenser was about 8 per cent. lower than this. T h e  
valve characteristic under operating conditions was very straight, 
except just at  the ends, arid the harmonics could not be detected in 
the receiver used for the beat measurements. In any case, the pre- 
sence of harmonics of small amplitude can have little efiect upon the 
results, as the dielectric constants measured were found not to change 
through the range of Irequency studied. 

Three cuiis, which were readily interchangeable, were used in 
position C ;  they w e x  moirnd ovcr frames ol pyrex tube and had induct- 
ances oE. 55, 160 and 1875 mic~ohenries. T h e  switch 5 consisted 
of six coppcr mercury cups rnounteti on quartz rods r g  cm. high.- The 
condenser systeni was surrounded by a screen 2 0  cm. high, not closer 
than 15 cm. to any of the wiring except where a rigid lead to the grid 
passed through a hole in it. l t  was open at the top a d  underneath 
the gas condenser G,  which was suspended from a wooden arm. 

T h e  condenser K, upon which al! the measurements were made, 
was of the usual semicircu?ar rotary vane type, with five 5xed plates oi 
radius '15 mm. and [our moving plates, the gap being just under 1 mm., 
and the total capacity 250 r+F. T h e  fixed plates were soldered to 
brass strips arid supported by thlee quartz rods piatinised at the ends 
and soldered into sockets. Before assembly, these rods were heated 
to redness :or some time and then clropped into parafin wax. T h e  
spindle carrying the moving plates had carefully ground long conical 
bearings and carried two light wooden arms and two mirrors a t  right 
angles at  its upper end. T h e  vanes could be rotated through about 
rooo by two thread$,, one passing over a free pulley and supporting . '' 



a weight, the other similarly arrmged, but passing round a friction 
INilleS. cont:.olled by the operator. R y  changing the threads to the 

arin the condemrr ;-o!lld bc rotated through 130". T h e  position 
sf the piares coold be read by ineans of the telescope T and a semi- 
circl!l:ir scak .a two lixtr-s in length. Tiie whole co~idenser was 
711vared and covered with a brass cover, through a mica window in 
rshic!~ h e  leati to the iixed plates passcd. 

tiphtiv iirtin~; ends and contained a durosil  lass bulb to re, " ,  - " duce the 
vo!;me of gas. The outer cphider had a a p  over the end as a shield. 
Two c,nartz discs held rbe inner cylinder- in position. These were 
pE$il:sed at threc points at the edges and secured to the outer cylinder 
...,~ . tALn s;:d! frag!:rents of solder. The inner cyiinder was soldered to 
the  tup plate, but was kept in position at the bottom with a, nr:t a i d  
;!>iing washer to avoid strains. The metal used was brass, well gilt 
b d w e  assemliij. The c!earance between the cylinders was 0.5 mrr;. 
and 5!e capacity I j3ppF. Gilt platinu~ll leads were used, and tile 
tvhoie  as sealed into a durosil tube. 

'The circtiit for the production of beats is also shown in fig. I. 'This 
p:irrn ot theapparatus was situated about 2.5 metres from the oscillat- 
;nb circuit, and an aerial I metre long was used for the two lowerfrequen- 
c i s .  The :..ortian A consists of an osci1lati:lg detector and note 



amplifier, B is an audio-oscillator which inuduhtes the output at a 
frequency of about 600, the intensity being controlled by the variable 
shunt Y .  C is another note magnifier connected with a loud speaker. 
S.P. 18 red and green spot valves were used in this receiver, and the 
tota! plate current was only 2 milliamperes. T h e  double system of 
io~w-tension batteries emp!oyed by several other observers was used, and 
hy regulating the discharge from the battery D, theeffects of changing 
filament and anode voltage in the whole system could be largely compen- 
sated. A screen was originally placed between the observer and the 
receiver, but it was found to be unnecessary, as the taking of readings 
through a telescope involved the observer's remaining in the same 
position. Small movements had no effect. 

When making measurements, the beat note between the two high- 
frequency circuits was adjusted to the exact frequency of the audio note 
by observation of the beats between the two. 

As  has been pointed out by Zahn ([or. cit.) the accurate deter- 
mination of dielectric constants is largely a problem in calibration. 
Great attention has been paid by other observers, notably E. C. Fritts 
(P/rysicnd Reu., 1924, 23, 345), who used a photographic method for 
recording beats, to the constancy of the oscillation generators and the 
exact coincidence of the beats, but it is evident from their results that 
the main errors are constant ones arising probably from incorrect cali- 
bration. 

In the present experiments the simple oscillation generators already 
described were found to be quite satisfactory, aithough possibly not 
altogether suitable for gases with a very lorn dielectric constant or for 
observations extending over considerable periods, but any errors arising 
fronl this source were certainly small when compared with those due to 
other causes. 

The accuracy aimed at  Lor the final results was I per cent., and to 
attain this it mas considered desirable to attempt to make all calibrations 
with an accuracy of r part in 1000 and to measure pressures and tein- 
peratures to 0.5 mm. and 0.2" respectively. 

All the condensers used were specially consiructed or selected so 
as to have a 1;ery low power factor. Any defect could at once be detect- 
ed by the grid current readings. The  insulation throughout the oscil- 
lating system was very high, and, consequently, energy losses in the 
ccndensers were assumed to be zero. 



In settin: up apparatus in which connections have to be made to 
con2ensers, ii tke lesds are short and the condensers close together. 
stray czpaiities of ancertain magnitude may be introduced, while if the 
leads are long. it is necessary to correct for their inductance. i n  the 
present experiments the 1a:ter alternative has been adopted, a s  it was 
possible to determine the corrections with suficient acr:urzcy, while the 
iozarion of thegas condenser a iittle distance ('&o cm.) from the variable 
condeaser was convenien; for ~ C S  imniersion in the constant temperature 
baths. 

If 5 the inductance of the leads to a condenser of capacity C, is 
snail enough to make lwZC a sniail quantity compared to unity, a s  it 
was in the present experiments, the apparent capacity may be written 
C (i ; loZC). \iThen t a o  condensers C,  C,  are in parallel, the induc- 
t a x e  oi :he leads to C, being Zl and between Cl and C,, Z,, the correc- 
tion becomes approximately i,07 (C, i Cd2 t lZw2CZ2. 

These forrnuh were verified experimentaliy during the calibrations, 
and, an : >. i ;  ir.; the corrections, the values found for the capacity oi 
e v e v  condenser under different conditions were the same to less than 
I past in 1000, except in certain cases which are mentioned later. 

The ;ondenser, which was used as a standard of capacity, consisted 
ai a q ~ a r t z  tube platinised and heavily silvered inside and out and fit- 
ted with terminals. This, together with its leads, was standardised a t  
the National Physical Laboratory and found to be of constant capacity 
at frequencies from 303 to 1500 kc . ,  although increasing in apparent 
capacity at  sonewhat higher frequencies. T h e  actual capacity was 
156.0 &. The absoiute value does not, however, affect the results. 

By means of this condenser Q,  the setting of the variable conden- 
ser K at  which it had the s a n e  capacity as Q was determined, and also 
ssvera! pairs of settings between which the difference in capacity was 
equal to that of Q. d step-by-step calibration, using the small fixed 
condenser C shown in fig. 2, 6 and c, was then made, and a table of 
vaiaes drawn up giving the capacity r t  all settings. In making this 
cz?ibra:ion the freqcency varied, but the coil inductance L was 
constant. The inductance of the leads to C was neglicible, and thus, 
if Iis the inductance of the leads to K, the lead correc8on is ' w 2 K 2  = 
Kl/L with suficient accxacy. The actual value of Z/L with the three 
coi!s used was 0.0065, o*oo22 and 0-0002, and was thus not negligible 
in the %st two cases. The  inductance I was determined by measur- 
ing the apparent value of the standard Q at  different frequencies. It 
is evidenr from these figures that considerable errors may arise when 
the coil inductances are very small unless allowance is made for lead 
inductance. . 



The behaviour of the variable condenser K was remarkably satis- 
Eactory. The  absolute va!ue oT:er certain ranges was checked agairst 
Q at  frequent interuals, arid r,o chailge greater t h a ~  r scale divi-ion in 
z joo was ever obse:-veci. TI:e portion which was used 10;- tile majority 
of the readings was uniform w;thiil the limit of experimental error, and 
t;vc careful step-by-step ca!lD:ations at the bcgimicg  and end of the 
experiments, minx  diEerent inductances, gax,e, when corrected for 
lead inductance, identical caiibratior, values to 0.1 rrF..  

The next seage was to deterrcine the capzrity of a condenser of 
approximate!p 1500 ,ui.F. ca.pacity for use in ?a;.-I!e! wirh K. Et was 
desirable that this should be as m a l l  i : ~  diniensions a,; possible to 
avoid stray capacities. One or two ~o~iirnercial mica conclen3ers were 
tried and fonnd to stop oscilialions in the cli-c11iL owing lo ti:i-ir bad 
power factor. A series of condensers was :lien constructed bv pktinis- 
tng and silvering thin sheets of mica. Tbese I d  a sx!iskc<ary miver 
factor, but were rather fragile. Subsequently Dubilier t)-pe 6ro mica 
condensers were found to 5e a h o s t  as good, a d  ,these !,:eie empioycci 
throughout the experiments. A series with nominal capaciries zoo, 
300, 500, rooo, 1500 and 2000 pPF. were iised for the caliij:a!ion in 
conjunction with I<, the usefu: capacity of which was about 200 {hrF. 
Permanent leads were attached, xnrhicli fitted into the rnercury cups 
and suspended the condensers clear ol surroun6;ing objects. Each 
condenser mas caiibi-ated in three different positions, and this afforded 
a means of calculating the indiictance oi the leads and ai?owicgfor 
stray capacities, which, however, were very small. When tbe smallest 
inductance was used, correct i~ns lor these factors did not yield quite 
concordant results, owing, no doubt, to the s o m e w h t  complex nature 
of the circuits. For example, in r,rder to determine the value of I&,,, 
as the ~ o o o ~ i . F ,  condenser was designated, it was placcd in parallel 
with I< and then repizced by D,,, a d  D,,, in  different pairs of mercuq 
cups, and the change in I< necessary tc bring the frequency to its 
previous value determined. The  circu~t coiltai::ecl several loops, and 
the simple lead correction appears to be insufficient for the sma!ler 
vaiues of L. If no corrections at  all are applied, the difference is 
quite marked ; forexampie, Dl,, was iound to hzve the vaiues z j z 8 - 5  
and 1533.6 wher, using the medium and snlall inductances respectively. 
On the other hand, two distit:ct calibraiions, with an inlerval c ~ f  Inlo 
months between them, using the large and medium inductances, after 
app!ying corrections, both gave the figure 1526-o a t  17.6". 1: was 
found that this condenser had an appreciable i , empsr ,~ t~~re  coefficient 
(- 0.00033 per I"), which was allowed for. Qwing to the slight 
uncertainty of the calibration with the small mductmce, it was 
assumed that the true value of the capacity of this ccndcnser at the 
higher frequencies was the same as the one determined with the other 
inductances. 

3 



As already ~~.ieniioned, when measurements of dielectric constant 
wert made, the gas condenser was placed in series with the large mica 
condenser, and this introduced comlplications in the lorn1 of stray 
capaci'iies. Two systems of connections were used, which are shown 
dlagrammntica1lj;in fig. 3> a and h ,  the numbers 1-6 denoting the 

r>>eri:urf cans in  the switch. Each lead may be regarded as having . ? 
3 p ; i ~  c a p a ~ t ~ e s ,  one :o earth and one to adjacent leads. IT C is the 
<e!f-cjii.iit> of the inductance coil and K and G are the capacities of 
t;~,,: rariable and gas condenser respectively, the strny capacities 1-, k 
and :.may be represented as being in parallel with tl-reni, as indicated 
in the diagrzms. D is :he large mica condenser and 1% a very sniall 
condenser, which will be referred to later. 

sf, now, G increases by an alnount dG and K is declxased by d K  
in such 3 way as to keep the capacity of the whole system constanti it 
is easy ro show that 

whart G y ,  K r  indicate the sum oi all the apparent capacities in 
pm"ie? at the points I ,  2 and j, 6 respectively. The quantities C ,  6 
do nor enter intc the equation, althougli in case (4, where c has a 
~msiderable valne, the resonant frequency of the whole system is 
appreci&ly l o w r  than in case (n). The  inductance of the leads 
con?-ecting the ;icir.ts I--6 or 2-6 does not affect the calculation. 
i i  w;lI be :,:;served that the quantities 6' and 43 occur in tile 
equzrkn as squares, so that any calibration errors are doubled in the 
result. 

Znorder to determine g andk, two small platinised mica condensels, 
?.I,., :!I, were constructed as similar in physical dimensions as possible, 
except that in MI two piece- of mica were platinised and separated by 
=pacers. an that the eapaclty was only 1.45 r rF. ,  that of M,, being 
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. .,/ ~i""., ?+proximately equal to that of G. hl, was piaced in the 
position 1-2 ai:d a rzaeing of K taken. R.X;,;, was substituted for Xi, 
and the frequency restored to its original oaiue by adjusting K. I t  
might reasonably be assumed that this substitution did not alter the 
stray capacities, and ?hat the change in capacity was equal to the 
difference in the czpacities of the two condensers. Consequently, 
t x o  readings for different settings oi K were sufficient to determine g 
a .  Actually several mere taken, one with the condenser DISpa in 
parallel. with K. This was repeated with C; immersed in the various 
baths used when measuring dielectric constants, the value of G being- 
determined immediately afterwards by placing it in paral!el with I<. 
With connections (n), 8 was rn:ail and varied very siightiy, wihiie R 
changed appreciably (5% to 13.4 PPF.) according to the bath used, but 
this had no great effect, as it was always in parallel with a rapacity oi 
about 1600 wF. With connections (ii), k was almost negligible bx~t iT, 
though constant, mas of considerable magnitude, the values for G !  
under the same conditions being i36.6 tor (a) and 140'6 for (b). Other 
observers do not appear to have allowed for these stray capacities. i n  
the present case the effect is perhaps exaggerated owing to the length 
of the leads, but with shorter leads more closely screened the error 
might wei! amount to several parts per roo. 

hleasurements similar to the above were made for each inductance, 
but as they were somewhat tedious and the frequency corrections not 
altogether certain when using the small coil, an  alternative nlethod 
was adopted. Two small brass condensers (fig. z ,  d), very similar to 
each other but with different spacing between the plates, were 
constructed. Bent quartz rods, to which the leads were soldered, served 
both as spacers and insulators. T h e  difference in capacity was 
approximately 0-8 wF., of the same order as  the change in capacity of 
G when filled with gas. One of these condensers was placed in 
position 1-2 and the connections arranged as if Tor a determination of 
dielectric constant by admitting gas to 6, Instead of this, the other 
condenser was substituted and the change in I< necessary lor restora- 
tion of the original frequency observed. I t  was found that, with care, 
the condensers could be removed and replaced without producing any 
measurable alteration in frequency. The  mean of a number of 
observations with each coil was taken, with the following results, ihe 
figures being scale divisions change measured from a fixed point :- 

Coil. Sn~al l .  Medium. Large. 
Connections (a) . . 2036 2 0 2 7  2023 

( 6 )  . . 1884 I 883 I 884 

T h e  observed changes obtained when measuring the gas can 
consequentiy be corrected for freqoency, for, making the reasonable 
assumption that the difference in capacity of the small condensers 
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does ct2rigc cviih irqt!ency, since they have air as dielectric and 
ver:i hii.h j;i-:,~:,.&c, it is  evident that a change in capc i ty  correspond- 
in- tvii-h zo2ij sr:aie &.&io~ls wher! the small coil i!; used wi l l  give rise 
to% cllange of 2027 wki? the mediun? on@. 

 hi^ :ilethod is of no value for cl~eclting the values of Gf  obtained 
in way Frilr7icus~y tescribed, because with these very small conden- 
sers tiie ca~ar;?.j: :of a:e leads is oi the sswe order as t i n t  of the 
co+.2nser itself. illel-e revel a 1  vf the apparently synlrnetrical coocknser 
required a change iil K of 50 scale c!;visions for ~0IIIpensation. 10 was 
evi&ilt, thereicre, that to make a measurement of this natui-c 11 was 
esseilp21 nor lo movealy metailic conductors. T o  iuifii this coiadilicjn, 
the cs.pacity of tile larger condenser m-as  cl-ianged by the ir~vertioii uf a 

;3iecc of ,"~fca. RemovaI and replacement of the mica in such a 
as to ol>tain quite consistent readings was a maitei. (jL consiiier-able 

diK?ulty; liut It was eventually accoinplidled ivith the help of sclall 
par.:Lffin was on the mica.. The capacity change on inserting the 
mica then caiwlated, using tx~o col-responding values ior G1 for 
conriec!.ions ( I ? )  7 . d  (6) previously determined, viz., 136.6 and r +oCC 
The reai:I:s were identical, oy?~o ppP. 

* ,  1 here is o m  further correction. The above figures suffice to show 
that a smai? cha2g.r in the capacity of a condenser directly between the 
mercury ccps r-2 can be measured with some accuracy, but the  ga.s 
condenzer is not in this position, being connected by leads some I 5 cm. 
in length. The inductance of these leads was measured by construct- 
ing tx-0 similar d ~ i l ~ m y  leads and determining the apparent change In 
capacity or' a r,wo wF. condenser on moving it from the end of these 
leads m tire position 1-2, The vaiue was o ~ z 8  p H .  

if G,, is the apparent capacity of C at the points 1-2, by a slight 
noriiiicatioa of formula (I),  d K =  K2. dG/C,f very approximately, and, 
therefore, ii the valce of G, were reduced to 6, the change dK would 
become dl<. i;,2/6" ior a given value of &. That is to say, if the gas 
condenser could be made coincident with the small testing coi~ciensers, 
the changcs in 1; would be Increased to the expression just giver,, which 
Xidg kh: 5 ~ ~ i k i ~ 1 i  fli< ( I  + 21uz65). 11 may thus be calculated that, if the 
ii-., - * k . )  c ~ t d e n ~ e i - s  were coincident a l~d  the change in K correspclldin,a 

a g j W I  change in G were 2 0 2 7  scale divisionS with the 
indsccance, it mould not be 2036 for the small one, as found experi- 
mentally, but 2036 ( I  + d C a  {o: -mZ2) ) or 2049 for the frequencies 
actualiyemployed. By using this correction, the necessity of a separate 
ca l ih t ion  for each inductance was avoidedo 

EFFECYIQE VALUE O F  THE GAS CONDENSER. 

Tile gross value of G was frequently de t e~~n ined  by inserting the 
::artdenser in parallel with t<. It changed \lowly during the experi- 



ments from 225% sca!e divisions, measured iron, a fixec! poi:ii f in  i\I, i(, 
2264. The  theoretical temperature co-efiicienl was zero, and this wac 
found in practice, although heating the condenser rapidly occasiorciali!. 

a small permanent change due to a shift in the position of 
the cylinders. 

The  capacity due to the leads was found by constructing tno  
dummy leads mounted on a quartz ring. The total capacity introduced 
by these leads was measured, and then the capacity between them by 
removing the earthed one. This  was repeated with t!re !cads shortened 
to the length which was not in the gas. In  this wa:: it was Eornnd that 
the stray capacity due to the leads (excluding the capacitv betneen the 
portions of the leads in the gas) was 1.45 rLi.EF. T o  h i s  had to he 
added the capacity oi the Iink 2-4, ivhich was 1 . 2  j ,,,F.  he capacity 
due to the quartz discs was determilied b y  construciing 2 dummy 
condenser with a wire of correct size instead oL an inner cylii~cler, ard  
observing the change in capacity when a glzsa disc of mea3ured 
dielectric constant and the same size as the quartz discs wzs slipped 
over the wire inside the cylinder. The  value found far cwo discs 
together was 0.20 WF. Thus, when the measured value rf C was 
136.2, the effective d u e  or capacity which was altered by adnlission 
of gas was only 133'3 ppF. 

PREPARATION OF GASES. 

Amnonzlr was prepared from specially purified ammonium chloride 
solution and potassicm hydroxide. Iviost of the moisture was removed 
with solid potassium hydroxide and the gas was then 1:;;:efied and the 
middle fraction used for the experiments. 

Phosfihim and nrsim. were kindly lent by Si r  Robert Robertson. 
T h e  former was prepared from ;>hosphoiliunl iodide and the iatter from 
zinc arsenide. Both were liquefied and carefully iractiona:ed from a 
considerable quantity of the gas, and were thus in a high state of 
purity. 

The  whole apparatus used for manipulating the gases was made 
of durosil glass, and a drying tube containing calcium oxide was 
attached to the pump to absorb initial traces of moisture. 

For simplicity, measurements were made at  three temperatures 
only, these being approximately-47', 16" and 99". T h e  presence of 
stray conductors anywhere near the gas condenser was early recognised 
as undesirable, and this was the main reason why Zahn's method of 

* 



mea3Liring temperature by means ol a p1~tili~1111 wire .:.,.:: ..L..: ~c,und 
the coIldensz:- d ~ p t c d ,  another rensoil b e i q  the iear that the 

nlight acce]crzG:e the decornpositiun oi arsine. Steadiness ol 
tzaiperature ;Yaj oi n:.ore importance than its absolute vaiue, since a 
slight difference in tenperature between the walls of ti:e condenser 
produced 2 relatively iarge ei:or. Thus,  in iiie case 04 arsiile; a 
difference in temperature between the  walls o i  0.1" ]:ad :he same effect 
on tile dielectric coilstant as an el-rol- of 7' in the a h o l i ; k  tei?.ipeialur.e. 

P t o r  the higher tei~ipet-ature a ~inilial.  raci1u:;i vessel containing oil 
was used. A giass spirni i.k.ough which steam coi.iid i )e passed a t  a 
constant rate enciosed the condenser at  the sides and bottom. 
Te::>y.-::,:;:xi mere measured with a ~ ' i i . d d i ~ ~ d  11'1ern10meter and 
ivere prol~abiy accurate to at least 0.2". Both i>;il,iis were stirred 
occasionail;-, but n~c,t during or for some t ims i,i:ccdirrg an actual 
meas~;rement. At  room temperature either Lath i s  2.: ~lsed. 

T h t i  i,sci!.!a:i!rs were started and ihe ccinderrser brought to the 
reqiiirc"i~emperaturc at ieas: an hour before any ~~ieasurc~nents .  
%'hen corditions mere sleady, as deterrnioed by the cor!sta~~cy of the: 
heat nore, the setting of K lor zero beats was observed, and a small 
side rube connected with the apparatus was then immersed in liquid 
air. This reduced the pressure to a negligible amount and the  new 
readi:ig ni i i  for zero beats was taken. T h e  side t~nbe was tllelr 
warxed and znorher reading taken with the condenser full. 'The 
condexer could be fiiled or evacuated and a reading talren in 1.5 
minutes, thus redeicirg any effect of creep. A number oLsuch double 
readings were taken in each experiment. 

The rate of reductic~n of pressure on cooli:19 was a very effective 
method of checking the purity of the gas, :or any ~nipuriiies notconden- 
sibie in iiquid air accumulated in the side tube and diffusion through 



them was very slow. For example, when measuring arsine at  99", tlie 
pressure sank only to ~ c j  m n .  is: 1.5 minutes, and then renlaiaed fair?> 
steady, incilcahs ?e~~x, - .zs i?cn ,  13~7 wi.e:; t3e residual gas was pump- 
ed off an2 again a::mitted, mcs:of it was condensed, and, on repeating 
the process sew:-a1 times, very little hydrogen was obtained. i n  this 
way it :vas found that the perceniage decon-iposition iu the time men- 
tioned was of the order of o.oBinntead of the f ix  larger figure suggested 
by the pressure measurerne~~ts. 

Certaic small iregularities were observed in the individual read- 
i~lgs ,  particularly a t  the highest temperature. T h e  first rending of a 
series after a long wait v;as lreqclently :;ornewhat high, and the appa- 
rent rate of chai1g.e of capacity of the condenser (due to creep) was differ- 
ent according as the co~ldenser was iu!l or en~pty ,  pointing to some 
temperature effect. The phel:omenon was most marked in the case of 
phosphine; LLI~ as the variations were of the same order as the experi- 
mental error it was dificalt to assign a cause to them. Numerous 
observations with ammonia were made, and the effect appeared to be 
cansed to some extent by admitting cold gas into the condenser, as it 
ixcame less rnarkeh on passing the gas through a U-tube containing 
quartz granu!es imniersed in the bath. No evidence of a change due 
in  adsorption, 2s recorcled by Badeker. ( lor.  cif.) was obtained, the 
slow changes after admitting or removing gas being in the opposite 
sense to those which would occur owing to the formation or removal of 
an adsorbed lajer. Badeker's gas was orily dried over soda-lime and 
was probably not as dry as tlie samples used in the present exyzin:t.utz. 
In tke presest case ??so most of the adsorbed water was removed iron) 
alle wnderiser 0)- tieating to r p 0  in a high vacuum before admitting 
gas. 

I> addition to readings for  the full range of pressure, several series 
were made by the reduction of the pressure in stages by jetting the gas 
intc the nu.np. Keaciiagz \+ere taker: inimediateiy before and immedi- 
ately after redwiag the ~ res su re ,  the time required being 0.5 minute. 

A t  the end of each series of experimeiits the readings of K were 
tested bj. comparison with Q and the value of G was measured. 011 

severa! occasions 6' was also determined by inserting the condrnser 
%TI, in the manner already described. M; was retained in  position 
throughout the experiments. 

T h e  foliowing figures give details of one experiment chosen a t  
random and show how the resuits were calcula~ted Actually condenser 
readings were taken ever!, minute but these have not all been included, 

* 
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Date 21-2-27. Ezpevime?zt. NH,. 28. Hot. 
3Iedium coil, i:e+;ccy (a) 1070. 

Tint 

- . .  

Diff, ford#= 751 
and K = 1646 P Corr. 

- I 
I 

, . -- 
i he room temperature rose from 18% to 19.3" and the bath 

temperatme was steady at g8.o". 

In taking i?le differences no correctioa has been applied for 
s Lnep '  . -  as i r  was small and the errors tend to cancel in taking the 
cnean. 

l 'u save trouble in calculation the fourth column has been 
CL1 . L L L L ~ ~  . . - ior L constant pressure difference of 751 mm, and a small 
c~rrrction applied to allow for the fact that a constant capacity change 
in the gas codenser requires a greater change in K the larger the 
absola:e valve of IC. The mean value then refers to  the setting of K 
at IS.@ when the gas cclndenser is evacuated. 

G" 136'6 Dl, = I j25.3 at lgO, k = 10.5 K,,,, = I 20.85, dE( := 76.05 
hence by ( I )  dG' '0.544 for 751 n m .  =0.551 for 760 mm. 

Correction to IOOO --0.006, cor-iection for condenser leads -0.001 

Final value 0.544. G = 133.7 :. 6 = 1,00407. 

'i r ~ e  s i . e  inim condenser D,,,, was used in all the experiments 
rxce,,t those with carbon dioxide. For these a larger one with a 



capacity of 2006 PP F w a ~  en;ployeri to increase the range of movement 
of T i  which was about jco scale divisions. W i t h  the :;t.r,a!lr: 
condenser i i  woi~id have been only 390. 

T h e  final resu!ts are shown in T ~ b l e  I. EEacl? value 1ecoi.Ciei 
is the mean of at least four coriciirdanr dtterminations. The actual 
temperature accl p:-essure at  which thc measurements were maria 1:; 

+.en in each caw, hut the final le:.uits a;e ralcn!;ited for 760 :-on>, and 
---4 jO; 16" or roo". The pressure ca.icuj,tions at  cor~sfatrt i:et::;era:;ive 
have been made hy means of fornlrtlx (3) on p. 57 and che tempera.ture 
ciirrectiol~s have been deduced frorn the final results. In both cases 
iiie corrections are small, as most of the measurements were made at a 
PI-essure near to I atm., while !he temperatures varied r er!; slightly 
frorn those givec. The only exception is arn:nonia, which had to be 
measured at  reduced pt-ess-ure at the !(;west temi:era:i.re tc  nroiri con- 
densation. Tlie letters, n, 6 in the first cciumii indicate the conlrec. 
tions used. 

TABLE i. 



The &st three experiments with ammonia were of a preliminary 
nature under conditions somewhat differing iron1 those already des .  
cri'sed. They have not been included in calculating the mean. T h e  
experiments ::p to No. 17 were made before the measurements with 
phosphine and arsine, and the rest afterwards. T h e  last value lor 
arsifie is the mean of five readings, agreeing within 2 per cent., but i t  
is not very reliable, as the gas was decompvsing slightly. I-iurther 
experiments were not performed a t  this temperature owing to the risk 
of spoiling the condenser insulation. 

i:ui the sake of comparison with the results of other observers, a 
ie:v determinations were made of the dielectric constants of dry CC>,- 
free air and carbon dioxide, but the resulls are not intended to be at 
all ~compre'nensive. The  value for a sample of benzene was also 
measwed with the idea of checking the corrected capacity of the gas 
condenser-, hut the result differed so widely iron1 the most recent deter- 
minations that it was useless for this purpose. This  matter is 
under investigation and will form the subject of a separate communi- 
cation. 



In the case of air, the condenser was filled with the gas and then 
evacuated rapidly to 16 Inn]. T h e  result is the mean of five readings 
with an extreme variation of less than I per cent. T h e  carbon dioxide 
was condensed in liquid air in the same way as the other gases. T h e  
two results are each the mean of nine agreeing among themselves to 
0.6 per cent. Table i I  s h o i ~ s  the values for 1 6 ~  and 760 mni., the 
actual measurements being made within I "  of this temperature at a 
pressure of 7 jo mm. for air and 789 111111. for carbon dioxide. A few of 
the results obtained by other observers caIcu!ated tci the same ten-perit- 
ture and pressure are also given. 

TABLE 11. 

Dialectric Comin;zis o f  Air, Cnr.40~ Dioxid~, n:id Bei~;i.iie. 16'. 
I , Frequency, kc. r .  , Othel obse~re r i .  

- i 
I 

AII . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . r  10iO 1~00MllS l~00055i1 l~iU05jii 1 516' 510' 
540' 561" . . . . . .  Carbon dioxide, 1 i 1028 1 1.000950 ;.000894' 1.000830; 

"' I 1045' S96 . . . . . . . . .  2 1 1070 1.000M44 j 93;' 
. . . . . . . . .  Benzene I56 12,290 2.2897' 2 2 5 W  j 2.265P . . . . . . . . .  ' ::: 1 11% 2261 ; 

In order to determine the densities oi  the gases at  the temperatures 
enlployed and the magnitude of the pressure corrections, use ha* been 
made of the i omula  

which is simplified from the general expression given by G. Holst 
(Leide;~ Coimjc., I 91 3 ,  No. 1.14). From this, assuming that G - r is pro- 
portional to the density or inversely proportional to 21, the expression 

B k 2 L  p. (1 + ( p ,  -p,)m,) 
(6 - 1)h $2 

(3) 

may be deduced, connecting the dielectric constants at  pressure P,, ,bz 
but at  the same temperature, where B is a small quantity. In this 
formula R = 1/273 and ,b is measured in atmospheres. 

a L Boltzmnnn, Siir. Akrrd. U'iss. Wen,  1W4, 69, 7YS. 
* J .  Klemencic, Sitz. ARnd. Wiss. WcD, 1585, 91, 712. 

Eil. Jona, Em. ci l .  
* E. C. Fritts, Physicul Rcz,., 1924, 23, 315. 
C T Zahn Lor. L i t .  
A: P: car& and K. H. Hubbard, Physical X m . ,  192i, 29, ?W. 
Ei. Rohmann, Diss. SLrasfbo~rg (1910). 

* 'vl Griitsmacher, Z. PhyszR, 1924 28 342. 
i . '~.  ~ & c s  and H. V. A. ~dsco;. J: Chrm. Soc.,  1Y2i, 127, 315. 
H. Hrrris, ibid,, vol. 1927, 127, 1049. 



The ; al,ie; n<scwed ior 3 w-ere as follows:- 

,,., - 
1 1:"Jw;i:e- i:;rammoniil are take:?. from the determinations of Holst 
,.h:,j. a -Ttose [or phosphine were calcuiated from the critical 

tl.,J::~trrrltj 2nd the v d x s  Et.r am:xonia by means of the theory of cor- 
res.jild:cg states, but the resuits were reduced by 20 per cent. in 
(;rl!er t~ :n&e z?.e va!x at  16" agree with the one deduced from T e r  
Gazarirrr,'~ de:zsiry determination ( C o ; ~ p t .  mnd., 1909,  148, 1597). 
i;i r'?e case of ar;iine illere are no data, and so the value a t  the lowest 
rcrnjjerature x a s  :zlc~clated from the rate of change of dielectric con- 
~ t 3 ~ t  ivitk -?re:cre o;?er two different pressure ranges. A similar 
cal&aiioc A: room rernperature led to the value 0.01 2 ,  but the experi- 
.."-, ,..,,~tal error was :-cry Iarge, and it seemed more satisfactory to adopt 
the i:lg:~re ziver., d ~ i c h  is obtained !%rely by analogy with the other 
:wr, ;<a'e5, 9s is 2is0 the vaiue for rooo. 

Ta'ole 1 I I  gives the results of three experiments upon the varia- 
+. .lun . oi dieitctric consrant ~ r i t h  pressure at  ;47" ; E - r was actually 
rntnsurecl '3). determini:lg the change in capacity as the pressure was 
reduced fram one pressure giveiv to the next. The  value in the table . . .  
is t ' ~  5::m oi z.! rhe_i2 changes from o to the given pressure, The 
- r r % , - s  

. . 
L.. x e  .i;n!-.rary, being scale divisions with a small correction to 
: m k e  rhe +res proportionai to the change in capacity. The 
czlc.;!ated j"aiue-2 ?-re obtained b y  means of for~nula ( 3 ) ;  taking the 
5gzt:es it1 brackrb rs the basis. 

'TABLE 111. 



In the case of ammonia the correction for departure from the 
perfect gas law appears to be too large, as there is an appreciable 
difference between the observed and calculated values. The former are 
actually closer to the figures obtained on the assumplion that E -  I 

is proportional to the pressure. With arsine at low pressures there is 
some discrepancy between the two sets of values. This may be 
analogous to the effect observed by K. Wolf (loc. cit.) In the case of 
ammonia. On the whole, the differences are very small and only just 
beyond the limit of experimental error, so that the assumption that 
e - I is proportional to the density may be said to be justified at least 
to a first approximation. 

Reverting to Table I, an examination of the results indicates that, 
although there is perhaps a slight tendency for the values at the higher 
frequencies to be greater than the others, the variation is probably 
within the limit of experimental error, so that ail the figures for one 
temperature may be taken together in calculating the mean. The 
agreement between individual values is consideraoly closer than was 
anticipated when the experiments were started, but this does not 
reduce the possibility of constant error, one of the main sources of 
which was in the determination of G', the apparent capacity of the gas 
condenser. The experimental values varied by as much as 0.3 ppF., 
corresponding with an error of 0.2 per cent. from the mean. The 
internal temperature of the condenser when in the cold bath could not 
be relied upon to less than 0.5, while the small fluctuations at 
the higher temperature mentioned above iorm another source of 
error. 

The final mean values are given in Table IV. The fourth 
column is derived by multiplying these values by (I  -B/RT), and 
shows what the figures would be if the gases were perfect. The next 
column gives the values for a density equal to that of the perfect gas 
at oo and I atm., that is to say, for equal numbers of molecules. From 
these, the value of BN in Debye's equation, E - I = 16 (A + BIT), may 
be calculated for any two temperatures, the figures in the table being 
derived from the two lower and the two higher temperatures. Since 
B (not the B of the gas equation) is equal to 4rrp2/gk, k being Boltz- 
mann's constant, 1.35 x 10-16, and N the number of molecules = 2.705 x 
1o19 in the present case, p the electric moment may be calculated. 

From these figures it  appears that ammonia and phosphine con- 
form approximately with the Debye formula, while in the case of arsine 
the value of B is substantially zero, so that this gas is similar to the 
permanent gases as far as its dielectric constant is concerned. The 
two values of B for ammonia are by no means coincident, although the 
difference corresponds with an error of only 1.5 per cent. on the lower 



This is, however, probaLly beyond t!ie li,~iit c d  r :, .I,,-i!::ekiinl 
error as far as relative values are c(~nceI"Md. 

TABLY3 IV. 

i ~ n v c  valZdes Of Bi6leGL& Cr)/i,~h~jzf.s ni I zl l i i i .  lJ/ c.$ J /f~.('.r. 

,-,-<--"-...-.*----"-,- . -.-..,- ..-- -". 
I 

NH, ... -17 879 

I6 

55'2'5 

PH, ... -47 
3-21 ' 0.64 

I00 230.2 
I 

ASH, ...I -47 202'8 
0111 i (1.13 

191.6 1 190'2 1 

1 4 6  I46 0.18 1 100 

A,"*--....!--____ 
The absolute values for ammonia a t  1 6 O  and i::on differ consider- 

ably from the figures 737 and 451 Iur the same tc!~,peinturcs calculated 
fromJona's results. Thisauthor, however, states iii::L he tloes not considci 
his absolute valuesaccurate. The ratio between coi-responding results 
is the same within r per cent., so that in this rcsliect the agreexuent is 
satisfactory. I t  follows that Jona's value for p x rol" viiz., 1-53> i:; 
approximately the same as those found in the present esper;nienls. 

Owing to the uncertainty as to the coii~pressihililies oi ih; , :3 i ;hinc 
and arsine, the values of B for these gases are snbjecl tc., ri3vi:iion. 

In conclusion, I wish to tender my best ih:&nks ti, )+of, Ij. C;. 
Donnan for all the facilities he has placed a.t n,y .,- >r,osal lor- under- 
taking this research, and to Sir Robert Robertson for the loarr of the 
phosphine and arsine. 

I. The  dielectric coilstants of ammonia, phosphine, and ~irs ine  
have each been measured at three temperatures and thrce frequencies 
particular attention having been paid to determi:ling t i le absolute 
values. The variation of dielectric coilstant with pressure has alsc! 
been examined. 



2 ,  T h e  absolute values found for ammonia are considerably higher 
than those determined by Jona, but the value of the electric moment 
calculated by Debye" equation is rtpproximately the same in both 
cases. 

3. Ammonia and phosphine approximately satisfy Debye's equa- 
tion {or the change in dielectric constant with temperature, but there 
appears to be a slight deviation in the case of the former gas a t  the 
Icwest ternperahre examined, 

4. The  v d n e  01 the electric moment is much smaller for phos- 
phirae than for ammonia, while for arsini: i t  is still smaller. 

B a q z Z o ~ e ,  
[Accepted, I 2-l-28 J 




